Claricent
Dynamic Dashboard Integration Services

Providing critical intelligence that fuels business decisions and speeds
time-to-market has never been more vital. As users seek to understand
the relationship between numerous data points, they need tools that
provide actionable data quickly - in easy-to-use formats. The key is
to provide the right information, in the right format, at the right time.
Claricent’s Dashboard Integration Services offer a unique approach to
help you develop powerful, yet, easy-to-use dashboards.

Transform Complex Data into
Visual Intelligence
Almost 83% of our learning occurs visually1.
Data warehouses, business intelligence (BI)
and corporate performance management
(CPM) tools provide the foundation for data
analysis. Digital dashboards transform this
data into meaningful, and actionable business intelligence that executives can view
at-a-glance.

increase in their sales pipeline2. The key is
planning. Claricent’s Dashboard Integration
Services work with you to define key
metrics, identifying the optimal set of KPIs
that align with your business objectives.
We work with you to ensure the availability,
accuracy, and adequacy of data. Then we
develop a flexible dashboard architecture
that supports dynamic information delivery
that is intuitive and user friendly.

Created properly, digital dashboards can
be valuable business tools providing timely
overview of critical business metrics. But,
as datasets become exponentially larger,
developing intuitive dashboards that enable
company executives to access and use the
data becomes more and more complex.
Claricent’s Dashboard Integration Services
are designed specifically for the most
challenging BI environments.

Presenting information in the right
format for your users is equally important.
Claricent’s Dashboard Integration Services
transform suboptimal business intelligence
delivery infrastructures into cutting-edge,
powerful and easily accessible dashboardbased BI environments. Our proven
BI Visualization Framework™ ensures your
digital dashboards meet the needs of users.

Powerful, Yet, Easy-to-Use Dashboards
Companies that can access 93% of their
information at the “right-time", report 25%
average increases in cash flow; 15% average
increases in total customers; and a 29%

Highlights:
Empower your executives with
actionable data providing:
• Alerts with up-to-the-minute information
on business performance
• Integration with forecasting and
baseline performance data
• Drill down integration with reporting
tools and transaction details
Dynamic Dashboard Features:
• Visually appealing and intuitive
user interface
• Context sensitive
• Storyboard alignment with
multiple panes
• Ability to visualize different time slices
• Provide key details on the dashboard
• Ability to localize the dashboard
• Integrate diverse datasets

Digital dashboards aren’t just about
crystalizing massive amounts of complex
data, they’re about delivering the data in
way users can understand and act upon.
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Why Choose Claricent?
•Efficiency. Reduce costs and time to
market by leveraging tools such as our
dynamic Dashboard Factory Framework.
Customers also have the option to
leverage our Offshore Innovation and
Support Center.

•Effectiveness. Facilitate identification of
KPIs that align with your strategic business objectives, update your information
architecture, and implement easy-to-use
visualizations.

•Enhanced Value. Do more than just
gather and present data. Analyze and
interpret your information, and develop
custom solutions based around your
unique business requirements.

Claricent’s BI Visualization Framework helps
you deliver critical business information in
way users can access quickly and incorporate into their daily routine. Users access
critical data in real-time and can drill down
by interacting with visual components.
It’s faster, easier, and avoids the need to
present multiple data points simultaneously.
If users require additional information for
analysis or substantiation, they can access
detailed reports from the dashboard.

each other. Each dashboard shares a look
and feel to standardize the user’s experience. Our focus on creating highly reusable
components reduces development time
required for testing navigation, component
interaction, and dynamic visibility

datasets such as demographics, transportation/routing and social networking
information, with no costly additions
needed to your current infrastructure.

Integrating Dashboards with SAP®
BusinessObjects and SAP® NetWeaver BW
Claricent has significant expertise in building
flexible and reusable data models in the
SAP ecosystem. To get your dashboard up
Claricent’s Dashboard Factory FrameworkTM and running quickly, we created predefined
storyboards in high-value areas such as:
If you are in the early stage of dashboard
development or find yourself creating multiple • Spend Management Analytics
• Expense Monitoring of Operating
dashboards to meet the varied needs of
Expenses (OPEX)
multiple departments or business units,
• Sales Analytics
Claricent’s Dashboard Factory Framework
• Receivables Analytics
can accelerate the development and
deployment of your dashboards.
Geospatial Analytics
A powerful and flexible tool for building,
customizing, and deploying multiple dashboards quickly, our Dynamic Dashboard
Factory Framework addresses component
KPIs individually through focused and standardized views that logically complement

All dashboard analytics can be enhanced
further with geospatial analytics leveraging
our GeoCruncher® SAP BusinessObjects
Dashboard component. GeoCruncher is
a revolutionary new service that gives you
access to location-based analytics on

SAP Experts Committed to Your Success
Claricent is a BI consulting company
with a long track record of building
proven, creative SAP NetWeaver Business
Warehouse and SAP Business Objects
BI solutions for mid-market enterprises.

Claricent goes beyond expert BI consulting
to partner with leading-edge companies to
develop the hardware and software technology to take your business intelligence
to the next level. With over 10 years of
experience and a team of accomplished
consultants, Claricent delivers the expertise, resources, and flexibility you need to
develop innovative, robust, and practical
BI solutions.

www.claricent.com
(888) 325-6496

